
U.S.S. Ganymede  July 14, 1998


Kris:
According to the recent Yori Pax accords, the Federation is to encourage and assist in the establishment of trade routes between Romulan and Federation space.

Kris:
The U.S.S. Ganymede is ordered to escort the Ferengi merchant ship Tarot through the Romulan Neutral Zone and provide safe passage to the border of Romulan space.

Kris:
The Tarot is carrying a cargo of shield emitters and is using one of them to shield the carge bays.  Captain Olbrun and Ensign Cain are beaming over for an inspection tour.

Kris:
The shielding emits barion particles, indicating an interphasing shielding mechanism.

Kris:
The Tarot's top speed is Warp 3, cruising speed is Warp 2 and it has no weapons.

Kris:
The Ganymede is currently alongside the Tarot at station-keeping.

CMO_Wells:
yes

Kris:
<<<<RESUME MISSION>>>>

FCO_Vid:
::Holds  Ganymede alongside Tarot::

TACSirach:
::standing post at Tactical, alone::

OPS_Rhian:
::Just got to OPS, late and still wet from the ion shower::

EngBishop:
::in engineering working a console::

TACSirach:
::continuing scans::

CMO_Wells:
:: in her office::

CSO_Paldn:
::the ghoul of the sensors returns to his azure crystal ball::

ENS_Sulla:
::At flight Ops office on Starbase 1::

CNS_Warke:
::enters SB::

CO_Olbrun:
::beams over to the Tarot with Ensign Cain::

FCO_Vid:
::checks stabilizers and Nav. scanners::

XO_Louis:
<Cain> With the captain.

CNS_Warke:
Wells:doctor?

CO_Olbrun:
@::materialises on the Tarot::

XO_Louis:
@<Cain> Materializes next to the Capt. and begins scanning ::

CMO_Wells:
:: looks up from her data pads:: warke: Hi.. what can I do for you today?

CSO_Paldn:
::attempting to map the freighter's power circuits::

XO_Louis:
:: On the bridge monitoring systems::

TACSirach:
::trying to learn more about the shields guarding the Ferengi Ship's cargo bay::

CO_Olbrun:
@::notes that no one is there to meet them, and finds that odd::

EngBishop:
::Runs a level 3 diagnostic on all key systems in case of trouble::

CNS_Warke:
Wells:I was wondering if you would like to play a game of chess

CO_Tode:
@::scurrying down the corridor to meet the Captain::

OPS_Rhian:
::trying to adjust sensor modulation to penetrate cargo hold::

XO_Louis:
@<Cain> Captain: Our host is coming from that direction.

ENS_Sulla:
$::signing the inevitable paperwork that accompanies borrowing a shuttle, Thinks--things sure haven't changed much::

XO_Louis:
@<Cain> ::Points::

CO_Olbrun:
@::subdues her smile and whispers:: Cain: I can hear him.

CSO_Paldn:
::scanning space::

CMO_Wells:
:: looks at her work: Warke:  I'm almost done anyway it's fine with me .:: closes data pad::

CO_Tode:
@::smoothing tunic and rounding the bend in the corridor::

XO_Louis:
Sirach: Any additional data?

CNS_Warke:
Wells:I'm a little rusty

CO_Tode:
@Olbrun:  Hello Captain.   ::feigning smile::

FCO_Vid:
XO:Sir how close do you want to stay alongside the Tarot?:

CSO_Paldn:
XO: Starbase has filed a flightplan for a shuttle to us

TACSirach:
Louis: Nothing yet.

CO_Olbrun:
@::gathers herself to her full height, which isn't much, and gives him a very formal nod:: Tode: Thank you for meeting with me.

XO_Louis:
Vid: Keep us withing tractor distance.

XO_Louis:
Paladine: Send the data do me please.

FCO_Vid:
XO:Aye sir:

CMO_Wells:
Warke: i havn't played since the academy if you have the board let's play away ::smiles::

CNS_Warke:
Wells:will we play here? or would you rather play somewhere else?

CO_Tode:
@Olbrun:  Certainly.   Well, it's not much....rather dusty in fact.  I'm sure you'll be wanting to see the lounge where it's more comfortable.  Shall we?

XO_Louis:
@<Cain> ::Continues scanning and sending data to the Ganymede ::

CNS_Warke:
Wells:that would makes equal then

CSO_Paldn:
XO: Aye, new crew member , SO Sulla

ENS_Sulla:
$::looks at paperwork--shuttle's  name is Sun Tzu::

FCO_Vid:
::adjusts distance::

CO_Olbrun:
@::gives a little smile:: Tode: At your leisure, sir.

OPS_Rhian:
SCI:  Have you been able to determine the shield type and frequency arounf the Ferengi cargo hold?

CSO_Paldn:
OPS: negative, the technology is highly intricate

OPS_Rhian:
SCI:  I am having the same difficulty here

XO_Louis:
Paladine: I see here, you may greet you new Ensign if you like.

ENS_Sulla:
$:;Walks to Starbase Shuttle bay, chatting with LCDR Simmons, an old shipmate, just small talk::

CMO_Wells:
Warke: How about the officers lojnge it isn't crowded there right now should be ok. I'll have En Yoder mind the store for me. ::walks around her desk toward the door::

CO_Olbrun:
@::she walks beside Tode, keeping a little space between them so he doesn't get any ideas::

XO_Louis:
@<Cain> ::_Odd shielding...can't quite figure it out.....very new...experimental interphasing shields::

CNS_Warke:
Wells:fine withme

EngBishop:
::walks into engineering office and sits down::

CO_Tode:
@::heading into the lounge::  Captain, shall I get you something to drink?

ENS_Sulla:
$::Arrives at Sun Tzu, says his goodbyes and carries his gear on board::

CSO_Paldn:
XO: I would prefer to remain on the bridge  Sir and greet him here

CMO_Wells:
Warke: come on :: makes way to Tl ::

XO_Louis:
_Paladine: Very well.

CNS_Warke:
::goes with Wells::

CO_Olbrun:
@Tode: No, thank you.

CSO_Paldn:
::sweeping local space::

ENS_Sulla:
$::runs down systems check--everything green::

FCO_Vid:
::Records stellar chart of NZ sector::

TACSirach:
::continuing scans::

CMO_Wells:
:: gets out of TL and goes into Officers lounge::

XO_Louis:
Paladine: Notify the shuttlebay of our visitors arrival time.

ENS_Sulla:
$:: receives permission to lift off and is gone.  Sets course for rendezvous with Ganymede::

CSO_Paldn:
XO: Yes Sir

OPS_Rhian:
::patching into proximity sensors:  Paladine:  I am attempting to isolate the shifting frequency of the shields

CNS_Warke:
::gets out of TL and goes into officers lounge::

XO_Louis:
Engineering: Status.

CSO_Paldn:
XO: permission to communicate with the shuttle

XO_Louis:
@<Cain> ::Follows the Captain's cue::

EngBishop:
*XO* Everything is good down here Sir.

CO_Olbrun:
@::waits while her host is busying himself with getting a drink::

CMO_Wells:
warke: You pick the table and set up the boardi'll get us a pot of camomeal tea:: heads for the bar::

XO_Louis:
Paladine: Make it so, and notify our crewman that he is to report to the bridge.

CO_Tode:
@::annoyed and nervously getting refreshments::

CO_Tode:
@::setting the tray down on the table::

OPS_Rhian:
::opens comm channel::  Paladine:  Comms open

CO_Olbrun:
@::notes his irritation:: Tode: As I said before, thank you for meeting with me. ::trying to open up a line of conversation::

CSO_Paldn:
*USS Ganymede to Sun Tzu* please respond ; OPS: thank you

CNS_Warke:
::picks a table over near the window:: ::sets up chess board and pieces on table::

CO_Tode:
@It's a pleasure to see you again Captain.  ::nervous glance her way::

ENS_Sulla:
$::sets autopilot and sits back to listen to some music and read the latest tech updates on long range sensor systems::

TACSirach:
::while continuing scans using PADD to research Barion Particles::

XO_Louis:
@<Cain>:: Steps away from the Captain and the Ferengi::

CO_Olbrun:
@::she smiles:: Tode: Thank you. How has your business been?

CMO_Wells:
:: goes to the tabe Wake has picked , and sets down two tea cups and the pot of tea::  Warke: shall begin ?

XO_Louis:
@*Ganymede* I am now able to penetrate the shields, I'm sending the calibration data over now.

OPS_Rhian:
XO/SCI:  I have been able to penetrate the shileds and have discovered numerous shield emitters.

CNS_Warke:
Wells:sure  ::pours herself a cup of tea::

CSO_Paldn:
::activates SRS::

FCO_Vid:
::runs diagnostics on nav. sensors::

XO_Louis:
Rhian: Please complete a full manifest and forward it to my console.

CSO_Paldn:
*shuttle Sun Tzu please respond*

ENS_Sulla:
$<Computer>: Three minutes until rendesvous with Ganymede::

CMO_Wells:
:: takes seat and pick up one black and one white pawn , hiding them behind her back, then pulls the out fron in a fist:  Warke: pick a hand.

OPS_Rhian:
XO:  There also appears to be a hidden cargo hold, scanning now

CO_Olbrun:
@::waits for him to respond, and hopes that her crew is getting the work done::

XO_Louis:
:: Nods to Rhian ::

CNS_Warke:
::picks right hand::

ENS_Sulla:
COM: Ganymede: This is Ens Sulla, aboard Sun Tzu, requesting permission to dock.

OPS_Rhian:
XO:  Sir, she emitters appear to be of Federation origin!

XO_Louis:
@<Cain> ::Nods to the Captain to indicate a successful mission ::

TACSirach:
::raises head to what OPS said::

FCO_Vid:
::looks toward OPS::

CSO_Paldn:
COM: Sun Tzu: permission granted, please report to the bridge

XO_Louis:
Rhian: "Appears"?... Can you be more specific.

CMO_Wells:
:: shows Warke her hand: warke: looks like you picked White , you move first

OPS_Rhian:
XO:  The other hold seems to contain some sort of paper documents

TACSirach:
::to say the least shocked::

ENS_Sulla:
COM: ganymede: Acknowledged.

CO_Olbrun:
@::doesn't acknowledge the nod, but tries to stall a bit to be certain of Tode::

CSO_Paldn:
::opens shuttlebay doors and activates landind beacon::

CO_Tode:
@So, Captain.  Having a nice day?

OPS_Rhian:
XO:  I'm trying now

ENS_Sulla:
::pilots Sun Tzu into Shuttle Bay, very smooth, shuttle handles well::

CNS_Warke:
Wells:kings pawn to king's four

CO_Olbrun:
@Tode: Yes, thank you. ::pause:: You seem bothered by something, Captain.

CSO_Paldn:
::closes bay doors::

ENS_Sulla:
::Touchdown, shutting down shuttle systems::

XO_Louis:
:: Waiting for additional data from Rhian ::

CSO_Paldn:
XO: shuttle secured

XO_Louis:
Paladine: Acknowledged.

CO_Tode:
@Oh, no...just embarrassed over the condition of my ship.  It's not much....but it flies.  Sort of.

ENS_Sulla:
::Leaves shuttle, gear in bag.  Heads for nearest TL::

CMO_Wells:
:: sets her pieces up to casle::

CO_Olbrun:
@::she smiles, keeping herself from laughing:: Tode: As long as you can keep it aloft, that's all that matters.

ENS_Sulla:
::finds TL, gets in:: Bridge.

OPS_Rhian:
XO:  The generators appear to be experimental...

CNS_Warke:
::continues to set up a defence::

CO_Olbrun:
@:;she stands, feeling that she's not going to get anything else out of him:: Tode: I think it would be best if we were to get back to our vessel. ::she extends a hand:: Thank you again, Captain.

XO_Louis:
Rhian & Paladine: Gather as much data as possible for the Captain's return.

CSO_Paldn:
XO: I can access the freighters computers, shall I?

OPS_Rhian:
XO: Aye  ::continuing evaluation::

CO_Tode:
@::relieved::   Certainly Captain.  You have a very complex ship to run.  

ENS_Sulla:
::TL arrives at Bridge, doors open, walks out, looking around for somebody to report to, doesn't look like the CO is here::

CO_Tode:
@::shaking Olbrun's hand::

TACSirach:
::continuing scans::

FCO_Vid:
::Nods welcome to new Sci Officer::

XO_Louis:
Paladine: Let's wait until the Captain returns.

CO_Tode:
@::shuffling along after Olbrun::

ENS_Sulla:
::nods back at FCO::

CSO_Paldn:
Sulla: welcome I am Lt Sky, Chief Science Officer

XO_Louis:
@<Cain> :: Following the Captain and discontinuting scans ::

ENS_Sulla:
::Walks over to Sci station::

CMO_Wells:
warke: So...... what do you think of all the intrge going around the ship? :: moves a pawn out of danger::

CO_Olbrun:
@:;she moves back to the beamout point, making certain that Cain is close by::

ENS_Sulla:
Sky: Ens Sulla, reporting for duty, sir.

CO_Olbrun:
@::taps her commbadge:: *Ganymede* Two to beam up.

CSO_Paldn:
Sulla: this station is yours SCI 2, you can call me Paladine

CO_Tode:
@::relieved::

XO_Louis:
*CNS Warke* To the bridge please.

OPS_Rhian:
XO:  It might be wise to contact the previous port of call and try to track down the origin of those sgenerators.

ENS_Sulla:
Sky: Yes, sir. ::small smile::

CMO_Wells:
warke: trouble?

CNS_Warke:
*Louis:acknowledged

CNS_Warke:
Wells:I've been summoned to the bridge

CSO_Paldn:
Sulla: please scan local space for vessels

XO_Louis:
Rhian: That is a good idea, make it so and try to get a manifest out of the last port of call.

CO_Olbrun:
::materialises on the Ganymede, and heads for the bridge::

ENS_Sulla:
Sky: Aye, aye, sir.

OPS_Rhian:
XO:  Aye sir.

XO_Louis:
<Cain> Heads to the bridge behind the Captain.

CMO_Wells:
warke: so i heard....

CSO_Paldn:
::activates LRS::

CNS_Warke:
Wells:we'll have to continue this later

ENS_Sulla:
::sits at station, puts gear bag underneath and brings sensors on-line::

CO_Olbrun:
::enters a TL, and requests the bridge::

TACSirach:
::puts PADD away before Cain returns, continues scans::

CMO_Wells:
warke: go on i'll take care of this

CSO_Paldn:
Sulla: I'll send a yeoman to stow your gear for you

CO_Olbrun:
::she leans against the wall of the TL, thinking over the situation and hoping that the bridge crew will have good news for her::

ENS_Sulla:
::scanning for nearby ships::

CNS_Warke:
Wells:k ::leaves lounge and enters TL::

OPS_Rhian:
::opening channel to Federation colony::

XO_Louis:
<Cain> Captain I dont fell very well, would you mind If I report to Sick Bay?

TACSirach:
::continues long and short range scanners::

CO_Olbrun:
::turns:: Cain: Certainly.

CO_Olbrun:
::the TL stops at the bridge, and she steps out, heading for her seat:: Louis: Status, Number One.

CNS_Warke:
::gets off TL and goes onto bridge::

XO_Louis:
<Cain> ::Heads to SB::

CMO_Wells:
:: cleans up then heads back to her office and finds that a new en has just boarded::

ENS_Sulla:
::optimizing scans to lo=cate cloaked ships, thinking--that it might be useful since we are nearing Romulan space::

CO_Tode:
@::relieved that the Captain didn't ask to see the cargo holds::

XO_Louis:
Captain: We have a detailed breakdown of the manifest and Rhian is checking into the last port of call. Also, Warke is on the way to give us an evaluation of the emotional state of our friends.

CMO_Wells:
*EN salla:   prease report to SB for your physical

CO_Olbrun:
Louis: And what can you tell me about those cargo holds?

CO_Tode:
@::barking orders at the skeleton crew::   Alright....let's get ready to be underway soon!  Look smart!

CO_Tode:
@::;muttering::  As if this crew could look smart.  Hah.'

XO_Louis:
:: TUrns to see Warke :: Captain... here is our counselor.

ENS_Sulla:
::notices odd readings from the merchant ship we are escorting--hmmm::

CSO_Paldn:
Captain: I believe I can access the freighter's computer if you would like me to try

ENS_Sulla:
*CMO* I am currently engaged in my duties.  I will report when released by my superior.

CNS_Warke:
Olbrun:did you want me for something?

TACSirach:
::continues scans...adding more things to scans::

CO_Olbrun:
Paladine: Please do.

CO_Olbrun:
Warke: No, I didn't request you on the bridge.

XO_Louis:
Captain: It is an interphasic shielding of the likes we have not encountered. More importantly it seems that the shielding is Federation based and is protecting additional emmitters.

OPS_Rhian:
SCI:  I can patch you through on a passive comm channel

CSO_Paldn:
::starting interface protocols::

CMO_Wells:
*Salla*: understood , report asap

XO_Louis:
Counselor: I summoned you here to get a read on our Ferengi friends.

ENS_Sulla:
*CMO* Acknowledged.

FCO_Vid:
::prepares helm for Capts. orders to engage::

CSO_Paldn:
::creating data firewall::

TACSirach:
::scanning for anything strange at all::

XO_Louis:
<Cain> Enters SB and lies down on a bed.

CSO_Paldn:
Salla: please report to sickbay

CO_Olbrun:
::takes her seat, and brings her fingertips together in front of her lips:: Helm: Match their course and speed.

FCO_Vid:
CO: Aye Maam

ENS_Sulla:
::continues scans, stops when he hears Sky::

ENS_Sulla:
Sky:; Aye, Aye, sir.

EngBishop:
::does some tweaking to the weapon systems in case of trouble::

CNS_Warke:
Louis:yes sir

CSO_Paldn:
Sulla: good luck :)

FCO_Vid:
::calculating Tarot course & speed::

ENS_Sulla:
Sky:Thank you Paladine.

CO_Olbrun:
Louis: Anything else to report?

CSO_Paldn:
::estlishing defensive data subroutine::

ENS_Sulla:
::grabs gear bag and heads for TL::

TACSirach:
::making sure ship's weapons and shields are up to Par::

ENS_Sulla:
::into TL:: Sickbay

XO_Louis:
Captain: Nothing else.

CNS_Warke:
::attemps to read Tode::

ENS_Sulla:
*CMO* This is Ens Sulla, I am headed for SB now.

CSO_Paldn:
::creating information gathering virus::

TACSirach:
::glad to see everything is okay::

TACSirach:
::under his breath:: well if they try anything...we're ready

CMO_Wells:
* acknoledged i will be ready for youulla*:

CO_Olbrun:
::she taps her fingertips together, taking all of this in::

CSO_Paldn:
::creating sweaper virus to cover his tracks::

XO_Louis:
Captain: I almost forgot... there are some 'hidden' compartments..

OPS_Rhian:
CAPT:  I have recieved a reply from the colony...the generaters were legally sold to the Romulan Empire by the Federation.

FCO_Vid:
CO:Capt. engaging to Warp2 to match the Tarot:

XO_Louis:
Captain: There seem to be some scrolls in one of them. ::Hands Olbrun a padd with the scan data ::

CO_Olbrun:
Rhian: Noted.

ENS_Sulla:
::gets off TL and walks to SB::

CSO_Paldn:
Captain: I am ready to attempt to access the freighter's computers

CMO_Wells:
:: gets out the nessasary instruments to do the testing::

CNS_Warke:
Louis:Tode is very reliefed that Olbrun hasn't found his scrolls

TACSirach:
::wondering how the Ferengi got this if the Romulans bought it::

ENS_Sulla:
::Walks into SB, looking for CMO::

CO_Olbrun:
::accepts the padd and looks at the information:: Louis: These look like something we should check into...

CO_Olbrun:
Paladine: Do it.

XO_Louis:
Captain: Agreed.

TACSirach:
::checking everything on the ship and outside the ship that he can from tactical::

CMO_Wells:
:: turns and see's Sulla enter:: Sulla:  ready for your physical?

CSO_Paldn:
::attempts to link to freighter's main computer and uplink::

ENS_Sulla:
CMO: ens Sulla reporting for physical.

EngBishop:
::crawls around jeffries tube looking for problems that may hamper ship performance::

CO_Olbrun:
::she looks at a scan of one of the scrolls a little more closely, and recognises a few of the hieroglyphs::

CNS_Warke:
Louis:do you need anything else?

CO_Olbrun:
::suddenly she slammed a fist down on the arm of her chair:: Ops: Hail him. Now.

ENS_Sulla:
::puts gear bag down, wondering when he is going to get quarters::

CSO_Paldn:
::data capture, and probing::

XO_Louis:
Warke: Not for now, thanky you for your help.

ENS_Sulla:
CMO: what do you want me to do Dr.?

OPS_Rhian:
CAPT:  Aye, opening hailing channel

XO_Louis:
Warke: Dismissed.

CSO_Paldn:
Library Computer: link to research and analyse

CMO_Wells:
Sulla: have  seat on the bio bed and roll up your sleeve :: picks up an instrument::

CNS_Warke:
Louis:I'll be in my office then

TACSirach:
XO: Romulan vessel dedected in the Neutral Zone.

OPS_Rhian:
::felling strangely affected by the tension::

ENS_Sulla:
CMO: Here is a copy of my medical record:;hands chip and sits on bio-bed::

CO_Olbrun:
*Tode* Stop your vessel and prepare to be boarded.

XO_Louis:
Sirach: Acknowledged.

CNS_Warke:
::enters TL and goes down to her office::

ENS_Sulla:
::rolls up sleeve::

CO_Tode:
@Aigh!

XO_Louis:
Captain: "?"

CO_Tode:
@*Ganymede*  What?

CSO_Paldn:
::searching computer core::

TACSirach:
::continues scans...keeping a close eye on the Romulan vessel::

FCO_Vid:
::holds ship steady alongside Tarot::

CMO_Wells:
:: takes chip, and DL's it into he dada pad::  Sulla: interesting.....

ENS_Sulla:
CMO: How, so, Dr.?

OPS_Rhian:
ENG:  Get ready

CO_Tode:
@*Ganymede*  Does your Captain need more tea?

CO_Olbrun:
*Tode* You have illegal archeological items in your possesion and they will be confiscated.

CO_Tode:
@::glowering::  

CSO_Paldn:
::prepares domination protocols::

CO_Tode:
@*Olbrun*  So much for those fabulous shields I was sold.

XO_Louis:
:: Raises eyebrows at the Captain ::

FCO_Vid:
::keeps ship steady alongside the Tarot::

TACSirach:
::looks up at the viewscreen::

CO_Tode:
@*Olbrun*  What's so illegal about a mess of dusty old scrolls?

FCO_Vid:
::

CNS_Warke:
::leaves TL and enters her office where she proceeds to organize her appointments::

CO_Olbrun:
*Tode* Don't test me. I will board your ship myself if I have to. You can either surrender the scrolls, or I will be taking them off your hands.

CO_Olbrun:
*Tode* They contain restricted information.

CSO_Paldn:
::sends written info to Captain's chair::

TACSirach:
::prepares weapons, just in case::

EngBishop:
::gets teams in place readyin gfor the worst::

CO_Tode:
@::interested now::  What are they worth to you, Captain?

EngBishop:
<readying>

CO_Olbrun:
*Tode* What is your ship worth to you?

TACSirach:
::preparing away team weapons::

CO_Tode:
@::looking around and mentally calculating the vessel's worth::

CMO_Wells:
Salla:  just the number and type of wounds you have recived in battle.  :: draws blood sample and checks for possible changling activity::

OPS_Rhian:
::prepares for General Quarters::

TACSirach:
::rechecking shields and weapons::

CSO_Paldn:
::sends that  he may be able to dominate and override the Ferengi computer::

FCO_Vid:
::prepares for evasives::

CO_Tode:
@*Olbrun*  Not a lot, Captain.  It's a dump in fact.  But I'll sell you the scrolls for a fair price.

ENS_Sulla:
CMO: Sf does more than explore Dr., some of us have done a lot of fighting.

CO_Olbrun:
::notes this from Sky, and sends a message to tell him to pause::

CO_Tode:
@::grinning and revealing sharpened teeth::

CO_Olbrun:
*Tode* How much?

TACSirach:
::thinking that this Ferengi is nuts::

CSO_Paldn:
::stops::

TACSirach:
::sends that weapons and shields are ready to the captain's chair::

CO_Tode:
@::settling in::  *Olbrun*  Well Captain let's see.....there's the mental anguish caused by your tone at the beginning of this transmission....

XO_Louis:
:: Looks away to hide smile ::

CO_Olbrun:
*Tode* No, I'm not going to pay for your "distress." The scrolls only, And I'll let you keep your ship.

CSO_Paldn:
::researches Qumran on LCARS::

CMO_Wells:
:: clears throat:: Sulla:  your not a changling, so i'll have this sent over to the lab to be tested.  En.  remember somebody has to put you hot shots back together when you prove to be not as good as shot as you thought you were :: picks upa tricoder::

CO_Tode:
@::sighing::   *Olbrun*  You are so uptight Captain.  Really.  I hope you have some shore leave planned soon.

ENS_Sulla:
CMO: I was not complaining about the medical care, Dr.  It HAS kept me alive.

CO_Tode:
@*Olbrun*  I'd like four of your photon torpedoes and a Type IV phaser array for starters....

CSO_Paldn:
::cross referencing Qumran::

CO_Olbrun:
::she manages to keep her composure, and remains as unmovable as before:: *Tode* Thank you for the advice.

CO_Tode:
@::looking around::   ...and a Federation replicator too....

CO_Olbrun:
*Tode* Out of the question. We deal only in latinum. Apparently you are in need of some.

TACSirach:
::hoping CO doesn't give away any of his precious weapons::

XO_Louis:
:: Shakes head at the pushy Ferengi ::

CSO_Paldn:
::scans Romulan vessel::

CSO_Paldn:
::activates LRS::

TACSirach:
::still keeping on eye on the vessel in the NZ::

CMO_Wells:
Sulla: so your record shows..:: scanning his neropathways::

FCO_Vid:
::wonders how such an illogical race can even figure in the scheme of things?::

CO_Tode:
@Well Captain, perhaps I should rethink my trade then.  I've had a nasty fire or two break out here on this old tub....::looking around worriedly::

TACSirach:
::sends what information he has on the vessel over to CSO::

CSO_Paldn:
::funnels info he has on shields to TAC::

ENS_Sulla:
CMO: I have nothing against peace or exploration DR., i just haven't seen much of either.

CMO_Wells:
Sula: no brain damage or chemical imbalances, i need to take an allery testing on you  the ship has run into some rather interesting things we don't want any suprises out there.

CO_Olbrun:
::she takes a minute, and thinks about this- if they go up in smoke, then really, it would be acceptable::

ENS_Sulla:
CMO: Understood.

FCO_Vid:
::checks nav. sensors::

CSO_Paldn:
XO: Romulan vessels is small scout ship

CMO_Wells:
:: gets out a box that looks like hundreds of little needles::

TACSirach:
::learns that the vessel is a small scout::

ENS_Sulla:
::looks uneasily at what the Dr. is holding::

CO_Olbrun:
Paladine: Nothing that would be large enough to carry the emmiters, correct?

XO_Louis:
Paladine: Acknowledged, is it holding position?

CSO_Paldn:
Captain: unknown , depends on the amount of cargo ordered

CSO_Paldn:
XO: Aye, station keeping

TACSirach:
::scanning the vessels size::

CO_Tode:
@*Captain*  I really need to continue on to deliver my cargo...   ::whining::

XO_Louis:
Captain: We could just tractor the whole thing back to the starbase.

CMO_Wells:
:: looks at the look on Sulla's face and grins:: en: it won't be that bad just a few pin pricks :: sets the box down and picks up a second box ::

CO_Olbrun:
Louis: That would be acceptable. We need to send our apologies to the Romulans, however.

ENS_Sulla:
::raises eyebrow::

XO_Louis:
Captain: With your permission, I could arrange it.

TACSirach:
CO: The Romulan ship can only hold two shield emitters

CO_Tode:
@::whining and wondering what's taking so long::

ENS_Sulla:
CMO: Are you about done, Dr.  i still have to be assigned quarters?

CMO_Wells:
:: picks up the first one :  En this shouldn't hurt, but if it starts to burn tell me ok?

CO_Olbrun:
*Tode* Your delivery will be delayed until the scrolls have been recovered.

ENS_Sulla:
CMO: Be sure that I will.

XO_Louis:
Paladine: Lock on Tractor beam and wait for orders to execute.

CO_Tode:
@::sighing::

CMO_Wells:
:: begins placing little needles in rows  5 across on Sulla's left arm :  Sulla: anything yet?

ENS_Sulla:
CMO: No

TACSirach:
::continuing scans on Romulan ship and the area right around the Ganymede::

CSO_Paldn:
::locking tractors::

CO_Olbrun:
Rhian: Send an message to the Romulans. Their shipment will be delayed while we clear up a matter of illegal cargo.

OPS_Rhian:
CAPT:  Aye sir.  Transmitting.

TACSirach:
::continues scans::

XO_Louis:
<Cain> In sick bay sleeping off the flu.

CSO_Paldn:
::accessing Library computer::

EngBishop:
::sitting in engineering looking for stuff to do::

ENS_Sulla:
::continues to put up with the CMO's torture::

FCO_Vid:
::continues to hold station keeping::

CMO_Wells:
:: finshes the first box then opens the second  box::  Ens just this last box then your done with me, you just have to pass the counsolar's exam next :: grins evilly::

CNS_Warke:
::finishes arranging her appointments::

CO_Olbrun:
::gives the order to tractor Tode's ship and haul it back to the Starbase::

CO_Olbrun:
::also sends a message to Hazbin- first catch of the day::

TACSirach:
::starting to feel ill::

XO_Louis:
Paladine: Lock and execute.

CO_Tode:
<<<<PAUSE MISSION>>>>
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